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project idea
the vibes that make europe move
Europe is exciting, it’s interesting, it’s fast-paced
and thrilling. Its melodies resonate in our everyday
lives, the pulse of the united continent can be felt
in the streets. Let’s talk about the rhythms and
harmonies, the beats and the sounds, the steps
and the moves. Let’s talk about the values and
ideas behind it, the tones that make up the chord.
What vibes are there? What vibes do we want?

europeanvibes aimed at fostering dialogue among young European
citizens on exactly the vibes that make up what young Europeans care
about today. europeanvibes have been captured using means of modern
multimedia technology like digital cameras, sound recorders, graphic design
programmes, animation, video and sound mixing software. Most of these
tools are nowadays available in every portable phone and personal computer.
Hundreds of submis-sions were accepted in all widely known picture, video
and audio formats like MP3, Flash, Quicktime etc. They are collected on a
web based platform www.european-vibes.eu and made accessible to a wide
public through dozens of events and debates around Europe.

europeanvibes competition
timeline
24 March 2007:
Launch of the project at the JEF Europe FC
meeting coinciding with the 50 years celebration
of the Treaty of Rome in Berlin.
March through July 2007:
Online competition running, promotion through
all channels of JEF and its partners.
20 July 2007:
Deadline for submissions to the europeanvibes
competition.
27-31 August 2007:
Opening of the europeanvibes exhibition in
Brussels, Belgium
September 2007 to February 2008:
europeanvibes exhibition tour in Europe
19-21 October 2007:
Winners celebration events for the
europeanvibes in Copenhagen, Denmark
18-23 November 2007:
europeanvibes spread around the Bibliotheca
Alexandrina!
February 2008:
Closing of the europeanvibes exhibition tour.

The first part of the project was an online multimedia competition collecting
the photo, the picture, the animation, the sound or video file best describing
the essence what Europe means to young people today. The online sharing
platform www.european-vibes.eu was inspired by the technology used by
flickr and YouTube and served as showcase for contributions by individuals
from all over Europe. The tens of thousands of visitors to the website had
the opportunity to rate the submissions themselves. The best rated entries
where then sent to a jury that included Margot Wallström and Claus Sørensen
from the European Commission, Pat Cox from the European Movement
International and Monika Oelz from CaféBabel.com who selected the final
winning artworks; European identity, artistic quality and personal liking
were the three criteria on which the jury based their ratings.
The winning entries in the picture category follow later in this report, while
the video and audio ones can be found online. The creation of a video clip
for the winning song “Hvis du Vidste” was sponsored through the Speak Up
Europe campaign.

europeanvibes tour
In the second phase of the project, the winning contributions of the
europeanvibes competition were made largely accessible to the public
through a series of events. The winning visual submissions were printed
on many postcards and posters; mini-DVDs with selected multimedia
contributions were also produced and distributed.
The europeanvibes tour premiered in Brussels, the home of the EU
institutions at the end of August 2007 and ended in Vilnius in February 2008,
traveling to more than 30 cities and exceptional venues around Europe. With
the tour the outcome of the competition was presented in various events
combining elements of an exhibition and of a political discussion capturing
the essence of what European integration means to young people’s lives and
what their expectations towards Europe are today and for the future.
Of special note the showing of the exhibition in its only non European venue,
the Bibiotheca Alexandrina (the new library of Alexandria, Egypt) where
thousands of visitors from around the world witnessed the europeanvibes.
The winning entries have also been stored in the Specialized libraries sector
of the Bibliotheca.
Reports on the events of the tour phase follow later in the report.
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Audience
europeanvibes is first and foremost a project addressing young Europeans
in a broad sense. The artistic and technological aspect of the competition
did however deepen the focus on a youthful, artistic audience. The venues
of the exhibition events secured particularly the attention of many students/
pupils as well as the organized youth of Europe. Moreover, this project went
far beyond the ‘young’ target group.
With open, always free to attend events in metropolises and smaller towns of
the continent a varied audience of an estimated 43.000 had the opportunity
to see, listen and view the winning entries. A further 20.000 visitors navigated
through the online platform during the exhibition phase, with many thousands
more during the competition phase.
To the above number it is difficult to add the individuals who experienced the
vibes in an indirect way, ie through the extensive national media coverage as
well as and the dedicated reporting in the local partners channels. A rough
estimation would put the number to approximately 300.000.

europeanvibes in the media
To secure an extensive media coverage in more than 20 languages as well
as ensure the best possible multiplier effect JEF Europe focused from the
start of the project on an attractive media relations campaign and strong
partnerships with internet news portals.
The project was featured throughout its duration in the news of major online
portals targeting primarilly a young and groovy audience: cafebabel.com,
europocket.tv, ubikeuropa.eu were the main media partners of the project.
What is more Euractiv.com featured a publicity campaign for the project on
their website.
In addition to the Pan European partners an extensive list of national and
local media featured the project around Europe and in Egypt with examples
found online.

project coordination
The project was coordinated by JEF Europe Project Manager
Georgios Kipouros (george.kipouros@jef.eu) from Greece who
was assisted by stagiaires Charlotta Asplund (charlotta.asplund@
jef.eu) from Sweden, and Vincent van der Heijden (vincent.vdh@
jef.eu) from the Netherlands. The JEF Europe Executive Bureau
member responsible for the project was Samuel Mueller from
Switzerland (samuel.mueller@jef.eu).
The financial development of the project was overseen by JEF
Europe treasurers Kathrin Renner from Germany and Till Buckhardt
from France. Technical support (help@european-vibes.eu) and
branding for the project were provided by fruehjahr.ch PR agency
based in Switzerland.
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Partners

jef europe
JEF Europe is a supranational, politically pluralist
youth organisation with about 35,000 members
in over 35 European countries. The aim of JEF is
to work for the creation of a European federation
as a first step towards peace and a more free,
just and democratic society. Our ideas are
spread through international activities and youth
exchanges, publications, public actions and cooperation with other youth-organisations.
JEF-Europe AISBL
Chausseé de Wavre 214d
B-1050 Bruxelles
Belgium
T +32 2 515 00 53
F +32 2 626 95 01
info@jef.eu, www.jef.eu

In order to truly spark a massive dialogue among European youngsters
sharing a multitude of artistic contributions, JEF Europe forged strong
partnerships that would secure the financial means, communication channels
and human resources to make the project a success. The main partners
of the Speak Up Europe campaign played a key role in communicating the
projects and these included the European Movement International, AEGEE
Europe, the Union of European Federalists and Fondation Euractiv.
What is more JEF Europe worked with a series of local partners for securing
the successful coordination of the local events. A complete list follows in the
report.

speak up europe
The Speak Up Europe campaign was the largest civil-society-led campaign
in the framework of the European Commission’s Plan D on democracy,
dialogue and debate. Its aim was to bring the debate on Europe and the
challenges it is facing today and tomorrow to all 27 member states and
to feed back the inputs to European decision-makers in an efficient and
output-oriented manner.
The campaign was built on the extensive partnership of five experienced
civil-society specialists on European topics and 26 national partners.
The European partners were European Movement International (EMI),
Fondation Euractiv, the Union of European Federalists (UEF), the European
Students’ Forum (AEGEE), the Centro di Iniziativa Europea (CdIE) and the
Young European Federalists (JEF Europe).
europeanvibes is JEF Europe’s major contribution to the Speak Up Europe
campaign, which received funding from the European Commission.
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Project Partners
AEGEE Europe

Jeunes Europeenes France

AEGEE Muenchen

JEF Athens

Bibliotheca Alexandrina

JEF Bayern

Bacalluiehro Cultular Centre Lisboa

JEF Berlin

Cafebabel.com

JEF Bordeaux

Cardiff University European Society

JEF Bozna and Herzegovina

CASO - between art science and movement

JEF Bulgaria

CEEV - Comité Européen des Entreprises Vins

JEF Crete

Centro Jacques Delors Lisboa

JEF Czech Republic

Círculo de Bellas Artes Madrid

JEF Deutschland

City of Komotini

JEF Hungary

City of Nea Chalkidona, Attica

JEF Komotini

Club The House, Latvia

JEF Lithuania

Copenhagen Bussiness School

JEF Malta

Czech National Youth Council of Children and Youth

JEF Poland

EC Representation Slovakia

JEF Portugal

Euractiv.com

JEF Slovakia

Europanuoret Suomi

Katholische Hochschulgemeinde der TU Muenchen

European Movement International

Metropolitan Library of Bucharest

Europe Direct Komotini

Ministry for Gozo, Malta

Europe House Praha

Montesquieu-Bordeaux IV University

European Commission Representation Prague

Municipality Novo Sarajevo, Bozna/Herzegovina

European Commission Representation, Denmark

San Lawrenz Local Council, Malta

European Commission Representation, Malta

Students’s House, Copenhagen

European Commission Representation, Munich

Ubik Europa

European Commission Representation, Wales

University of Malta

European Documentation Centre Cardiff

University of Teramo, Pescara

European Parliament Representation, Munich

University of Warsaw

European Union House Latvia

University of York

Europocket.tv

Union of European Federalists

Goethe Institute Sofia

Young European Movement
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Winner in the Picture category

“Europe in my eyes”

by Aleksandrina Mitkova Tozeva
From the artist: This artwork targets to provoke interest and thinking in the viewer.
«Why did she put the European flag into an eye?»
You may notice a reflection of buildings and clouds in the eye. This is how I match
my world with Europe…
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24 runner up entries in the Picture category:

«Reaching for the Stars»

Jānis Jurkovskis

I think that the future of Europe
is in the hands of youth and kids,
some kind of sparkle that they
have in their hearts makes us to
look for better future, for better life
for us all.. to reach for the stars.
European Vibes in my heart are
these kids and that sparkle
they have, no matter what..
This photo talks about our dreams
and stars of Europe, where we,
youth, are reaching to.

«Europe: Find Your Way and don’t
get lost!»
Vladimir Gutsulak

I tried to express my vision of the modern
Europe. On this photography you can see my
classmates, students of one of the schools in
Riga. I am sure that these students as well
as other students from different European
countries will create the future of Europe. In
the foreseeable future, perhaps one of them
will become a doctor, a teacher, an artist or an
architect, however they will form the new world.
These youngsters will form their own Europe,
they will shape the future of the Union.

«European Vibes
from Vilnius»

A contribution from JEF
Europe

«Born on Europe Day»

Valery Xavier Lentz

Born two weeks before Europe
Day 2006, this newborn baby
will hopefully grow up in a United
Europe.
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„East European Vibes“
Roman Kozlovsky

1. 20.03.2007. +3C. Jurmala. Latvia. Europe.
2. spring in march doesn’t look like spring.
3. you can find yourself in spring even if it’s
freezing cold.
4. let march go and feel spring.
5. so spring!
Three factors are related to Europe in the most
direct way. These are: geography, climate and
the date.

« European Butterfly - Dream”
Ernests Dinka

We all dream sometimes. Dream about
happiness and sadness, about the unreal.
When I read about you contest, I thought a
lot about what I should do. So, immersed in
thoughts i fell asleep.
And this is my dream!

“Jump Around young Europeans!”
Roman Kozlovsky
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«Budapest: European City Alive»

Alina Rudya

For me Europe is a place where I live. Place
where I meet friends, place of great history,
culture and diversity. Of course for some
people Europe is associated with European
Union, politics and economics. I am an artist
and I try not to think of it in those terms. I try
to grasp beauty and uniqness, which every
city and town in Europe have. My picture
«City.Alive» captured one of such moments.

«Kickflip –
Europe I’ll
be waiting»
Fragglesów W.

“Eurovision: The
prime ministers of
Greece, Germany
and Sweden”
Giannis Georgiadis
How would it sound if
the 25 prime ministers
of the European Union
member states were
dancing to the rhythm
of the Eurovision? Has
the European Union
done enough to engage
us with the same
enthusiasm as the song
contest? An attempt to
animate interest in the
commons…

„The other side of Europe»

(canvas work) Aleksandrina Mitkova Tozeva
As the name speaks for itself, we rather try
not to look at that side of our life. Glory and
glance are everywhere so we don’t often
think what is behind the sparkling things. We
created problems to the nature (where we
live) and we have to face it. Europe should
be a pioneer in environmental protection.
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“Differences: From
East to West/ Tsibilisi,
Georgia and Paris/
France”
Karolis Zukauskas
More than 3000 kilometers:
the same Europe, but different
people, different language,
different lifestyle, different
cars... The differences of
Europe in west, east, south
or north are worth to see.
This is one of the thousand
reasons to discover our
continent.   

«Eurointegration through art»

(oil on canvas) Vlad Lozovanu

«It can be that easy! - Pour que fleurisse l’Europe»

The blue shoes with the european stars
represent our integration by travel across
the Europe. Integration of Europe is
possible through intercultural dialogue.
When You travel across Europe and
discover new cultures and nations near
You, respecting and accepting them You
become European.

Martin Teubner

„Europe between USA and Russia“
(oil on canvas) Andrei Chepurko

The artwork is an interpretation of the political
problems of Europe in the dialogue with West and
East, between USA and Russia ( political, energy
dependency problems, security and military, spiritual
and more).  
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«European YOUTH programme Seminar - JEF BE»

Vincent van Calck

An intercultural encounter of youngsters organized by JEF Belgium.

«Europe offers you
unrestricted mobility»
Carsten Jung

„Unity within Diversity“
Eva Rosales

Not too far from the Van Gogh
museum I found this sign “ I
amsterdam.” It struck me that
this sign was surrounded and
being mounted by 3-4 year olds
all of different races and cultures
while their mothers stood close
by. I find it amazing that although
people define themselves as
coming from a certain area or
native of a region, Europe has
become a melting pot of cultures,
flourishing in diversity while
maintaining a certain identity.
I believe “ European Vibes”
stands for this diversity one
where Europe unites under the
banner of representing different
ethnicities and accepting its
citizens’ differences.
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«Embrace Europe»

Nermin Caluk

« D For Democracy in Europe»
Peter Matjasic
The image depicts a capital letter D on one of the
buildings of the German Parliament in Berlin. The
photo had been taken from a boat during a trip
along the river Spree at a Friends of JEF meeting.
To me the image represents a reflection of the EU:
modern, democratic, dynamic but at times a bit too
technocratic and detached (compare the size of the
building and the cyclist in the lower left corner).

«The fundamental freedoms»

Carsten Jung
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“Looking up to diversity and the common blue”

Florent Lardic

This picture aims to be an interpretation of the European flag.
Different kinds of clothes, like the stars of the flag, are set on
several strings. We cannot reduce this diversity, but what we can
do is to look over, towards the blue sky. Furthermore, this view
which could have been taken in any lane of Europe, is from exYougoslavia. It symbolizes the European ability to stop conflicts.

“Lass mir nicht zurueck”
Martin Teubner

«Unlimited
Opportunities «
Agris Bodnieks

No more than few his little
steps and he went through
all Europe, and so it is - there
are no borders between us
anymore.
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Exhibition Events

the reports found below were written by the local team organizers in conjunction with JEF Europe. Some have been scaled down
to include less details; the complete reports and a selection of images are available online at www.european-vibes.eu

Brussels
The exhibition of the winning artworks of the European Vibes
competition premiered in Brussels, the European Union
Capital.
On Tuesday the 28 of August the exhibition opened up its doors
at the PA Gallery in front of the JEF Europe Secretariat. We
welcomed more than 100 guests that shared their views of the
picture, videos and audio winners and enjoyed the reception in
the garden until late in the evening.
Thanks to the European Wine Association (www.ceev.be)
sponsoring the opening evening, the guests could sample a
selection of famous wines from all over the continent.
Among the visitors, several representatives from the media and
ngo world such as Cafébabel.com, AEGEE Europe, the Youth
Political parties, Euractiv.com as well as many of our friends
from the European Institutions were to be found in the high
spirited crowd.
Alexandria
On Sunday November 18th of November, the European Vibes exhibition debuted
in its first and only non European Venue, the New Library of Alexandria, Bibliotheca
Alexandrina (BA).
The exhibition was put up at the main entrance of the Library securing the attention
of thousands of visitors that cross its doors every day. The exhibition was in the
non-ticketed area, thus accessible to all and remains on display until Friday 23rd of
November.
The opening was marked by visits of both officials and pupils/students that kept
the exhibition grounds busy for hours. “We are delighted to be hosting this highly
innovative project and proud to be its only venue outside Europe” commented Her
Excellency Ambassador Hagar Islambouly, Head of External Relations of the BA.
“This excellent project and overall work of your organization is very inspiring, as is
the pace with which the process of European integration is moving forward. We are
hoping that soon the federalist movement will grow stronger in both the Arabic world
and the African Continent” she continued and thanked the team of JEFers present
for their work. She additionally extended an invitation to JEF but also to all European
youth on behalf of the BA to work on joint projects in the future and invited Project
Manager Georgios Kipouros on taking the lead in further pursuing such projects.
The floor was then given to many pupils and students from the nearby University
of Alexandria who had the opportunity to discuss the artworks on display aided by
Sherine Said, Head of Young People’s Library of the BA. Hundreds of youth visited
the exhibition during its stay in Egypt, while all guided tours of the Library premises
exceptionally include a short introduction to the exhibition.
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Athens
Athens also hosted the “European vibes” exhibition, which started on 9th and closed
on 14th of November. The event took place at the Cultural Centre of Nea Chalkidona
in Athens, and although it was outside the commercial centre of Athens, we were very
surprised by the great number of people who came to visit both during the opening
event and throughout the duration of the exhibition.
It was a great pleasure watching children, elderly people, students, professors, men
and women, all of them having something in common: their concern about the future
of Europe. While walking around the exhibition, they discussed how Europe is through
their own eyes, and they realized that European people don’t have as many differences
as they thought.
“Congratulations Young Europeans, you give us hope for the future”, was one of the
quotes on the “Inspirations Book”, as well as “you brought the european spirit in Athens,
and you filled it with colour and joy”. But the most important of all is the conclusion of
the mayor of Nea Chalkidona: “We may all be Greek, and we may all live in Athens, but
in the end we are all Europeans”

Bordeaux
The European Vibes exhibition made its
second stop in France at the grounds
of the main entrance in the prestigious
university of Montesquieu-Bordeaux IV.
The exhibition was put on display from 10
to 16 of October and with a small scale but
popular opening event followed by visits of
the thousands of students sieving through
the university grounds every day.

Bratislava
The European Vibes exhibition was
shown at the European Commision
representation in the Slovak Capital,
attracting a young crowd at the opening
evening as well as the personel working
at the representation.
The exhibition was coordinated locally by
JEF Slovakia.

Budapest
A festive event was organized by JEF
Hungary in Budest with the presence of the
video category winner Peter Vadocz.
A live band entertained dozens of guests
in the “Siraly” cultural venue in the boho
area of the exciting Danube city; the party
lasted till the early hours while the artworks
remained on display for more than a week
thus securing high visitation numbers.
The exciting team of the newly refounded
JEF Hungary additionally organized 2 public
debate events on internal immigration in the
EU as well as the future of the European
Constitutional treaty.
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Bucharest

Cardiff

The European Vibes Exhibition Tour
stopped in the city of Bucharest, Romania,
for one week, between November 22 and
November 30, hosted by the Metropolitan
Library of Bucharest. The event followed
a previous promotion action by JEF
Romania, held in May in one of the most
famous jazz cafes, where a preview has
been offered to a young audience.

The opening event of the European Vibes exhibition in Wales was co-organized with
the European Documentation Centre and it celebrated the 20 years of Erasmus.

The exhibition was opened to the public in
the main hall of the Library and was seen
by all types of subscribers to this cultural
and educational establishment, along
with the public attending other cultural
events organized inside the library, such
us books launching, movie screenings,
literary circles.

There were around 50 guests present on the opening night. Andy Klom, the President
of the European Commission Office in Wales, Dr Chris Bettinson, the Erasmus
coordinator from Cardiff University and a German Erasmus student gave a short talk.
There was also a number of Erasmus students present at the opening event, they all
showed great enthusiasm for the photo exhibition.
The exhibition aroused interest about the EU in general, the federalist movement and
about the Cardiff University European Society, with people showing willingness to
participate in the organization of such events.
Naturally, the debate about the future of the Union was the key point of discussions
at the opening, while we are confident that many of the University Students attending
opened up to the ideas of further european integration.
The exhibition was on show for a total of three weeks in order to attract as many visitors
as possible.

During the exhibition the music entries
of the competition were played for the
library’s public. On the closing of the
exhibition, JEF Romania organized on the
same location a special evening showing
the video entries and discussed the theme
of European identity.

Cologne

It has to be underlined that the exhibition
was shown previous to the EP elections
that were held on November 25 in
Romania, highlighting on the importance
of European democratic participation,
mostly among the young people.

We could thus gather a good crowd of around
120 youngsters active in youth associations
for the opening of the exhibition.

The exhibition was hosted in Germany in
Cologne, at the Youth City Hoste, the hub
for many youth activities in the city. The
exhibition received additional attention
through the congress of JEF-Germany,
which took place in the same premises.

Important guests were present at the
European Vibes exhibition, in the opening
panel and included Christoph DOLLE,
President Young Social Democratic Party
NRW;
Alexander VOGEL, Member of
the Board Young Liberals; Jan Philipp
ALBRECHT, Spokesperson of the GREEN
Youth; Tom ZELLER, Member of the Board
Junge Union Deutschland.
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Copenhagen

Edinburgh

The week starting Monday the 15th of October was marked by various festive events in
the Danish Capital leading up to “la grande finale” on Saturday evening - The European
Vibes moves Copenhagen event.

From the 7th until the 9th of November
2007, prints of the winning photographs
from the European Vibes competition
were on display in a central location at the
University of Edinburgh’s Law Library.

The first host of the vibes was the Europe House of Denmark, the joint home of the
European Commission and Parliament representations in Copenhagen. A central
location facing the Rosenborg Palace secured the attention of hundreds of passers-by
to the exhibition on show at the Euro Info Centre.
An open reception was held at the same venue on Thursday evening gathering an
international crowd of more than 60 guests, including students from Copenhagen that
enjoyed the exhibition space in candlelight and a tasty buffet dinner. The Head of the
European Commission Representation Mr Fritz Von Nordheim Nielsen fired up the
evening by commenting on a few of the artworks on show, with interesting discussions
on the work and future of the Union followed between the attendees.
On Friday the 19th a provocative panel debate was organized at the Danske Bank
auditorium of the Copenhagen Business School to coince with the opening of the JEF
Europe Congress. The subject of this Speak Up Europe campaign activity was the
Communication Policy of the European Union while speakers included the Secretary
General of UEF Dr. Friedhelm FRISCHENSCHLAGER, Mr Fritz Von Nordheim Nielsen
and the international contact of the Danish Youth Council DUF.
The debate attracted many local students as well as guests from JEF and filled up the
auditorium with inspiring questions for more than two and a half hours. Saturday the
20th was the day to celebrate the winners that had been invited to attend the events in
Copenhagen. A ceremony was organized at the Copenhagen Business school where
the winning entries were exhibited and the winners awarded in the applause of a 160strong crowd.

This exhibition pleasantly surprised
students and members of the staff alike.
The white wall in the main area of the
Europa Section of the University’s Law
Library was covered with the colourful and
meaningful images, rendering an insightful
dimension towards the drive behind young
people’s vision of Europe.
The images displayed in Edinburgh
represented only a small part of the
hundreds of contributions from the
European Vibes competition, but they
contributed towards a more positive
and harmonious perspective from
the University’s Europe skeptics and
aficionados.

“Thank you for giving me the change to express myself for Europe through your project”
commented the 18-year old Aleksandrina Mitkova Tozeva, winner in the picture category
for her work “Europe through my eyes”. Peter Vadocz, creator of the catchy ‘Colorful
Europe’ video, received the warm congratulations of Jan Seifert, JEF Europe president.
‘Hvis du Vidste’ the winning song produced by the Europeisk Ungdom Danmark (EUD)
was particularly celebrated, while Pieter Lemmich, EUD President shortly presented the
content of the song in English.
The exhibition was originally planned to end its tour in Copenhagen, but due to the
increased demand in hosting it, it was extended until February 2008.
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Gozo
The exhibition took place at the Ministry for Gozo exhibition hall right in the hub of the
island. It was extended over a period of 7 days (14th – 21st November).
The exhibition was inaugurated by Hon. Giovanna Debono, Minister for Gozo. For the
opening evening, Mr Formosa, Mayor of San Lawrenz Local Council, students from Sir
Mikelangelo Refalo, Centre for further studies and from Aguis de Soldanis Secondary
School together with their teachers were invited to take part in a vivid debate on the
future of Europe and take the first look at the winning entry.
After the opening, the exhibition was open from 9am till 5pm everyday, and manned by
JEF members who explained the concept of the exhibition to the visitors.
A guestbook was left in the exhibition hall, allowing visitors to share their feelings and
ideas about what they saw.
The feedback from the visitors was particularly pleasing. Everyone who attended
the exhibition could get a glimpse of what Europe means to young people and most
importantly it gave them a sense of belonging with the rest of Europe. Being an island
unfortunately means a certain amount of insularity but this exhibition managed to reach
the people effectively. This can be seen from the recognition and importance which the
local press allowed the exhibition.

Heraklion
The exhibition in the capital of the island
of Crete in Greece focused on pupils and
was put on display at the European School
of the island, for a period of two weeks
before Christmas (1-15 December).
It was featured and visited by not only the
classrooms of the school itself but also
from neighboring schools and classrooms
that tackled the issue ‘Europe’ for the first
time in the class curricula.
All in all, it was a unique and first time
opportunity for the pupils to explore the
aspect of Europe in an innovative and
attractive manner.

Lisbon
The exhibition was on show at the Centro
Jacques Delors in the Portuguese capital
from January 15th to January 31st 2008.

Istanbul
At the wake of the twentieth anniversary from the Summer University Project of AEGEEEurope, a Celebration Event was organised in Istanbul as from the 28th till the 31st
October 2007 that featured the European Vibes exhibition.
Indeed, the SU Project started off in 1987 with the idea to go through physical barriers
and aim at building bridges across Europe, hence having mobility at its heart. Effectively,
year after year, the SU Project gained popularity and managed to attract more than 20
000 young people who aim at having the possibility of enjoying a cultural experience
with other peers from across Europe in one or more European cities.
Furthermore, the 20 Years of Mobility: Summer University Celebration Event was a
splendid occasion to couple with the European Vibes Initiative. Through an exhibition
held in parallel with the Summer University Historical Exhibition, participants could
share their impressions and perceptions of what Europe is and what it can possibly be,
with special reference being made to the notions of mobility. In truth, through suggestive
walks along the exhibition hall, participants could reflect on how to render Europe more
accessible, without having artificial borders that restrict intercultural exchange and
multi-lingual communication. This was also the only venue of European Vibes in EU
Candidate member state Turkey, where the subject is of major importance and hits the
headlines regularly.
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Komotini
The exhibition started its tour in Greece
from Komotini at the North East part of
Greece. This region of the country is
characterized by many cultural diversities
and it was really interesting to examine the
different comments made by the visitors
(Christians, Muslims, immigrants etc).
The exhibition opened its door in a central
City Gallery at the 30th of October and
finished at the 2nd of November with
extended opening hours.
This gave the opportunity for the
interesting project to be visited either
by students or by university students,
teachers and representatives from Youth
NGOs with a direct audience of over
1500 visitors. Many of them took place in
various workshops discussing the future
of the Union in different perspectives.
In addition, it could be supported that
more than 10000 people got informed
(through radio and tv programmes) about
this exhibition and its aims as well as the
Plan D and the debate about the future of
Europe.
Important visitors of the exhibition were
whereThe mayor of Komotini, The vicemayor for culture,
The vice-mayor of
youth and social policy., The head of the
Secondary Education Department of the
Region of East Macedonia and Thrace
Extensive media reporting followed with
many articles in the press and a dedicated
feature in local TV, Rodopi TV.
It is worth to be noted that this exhibition
gave the opportunity to youngsters of
Komotini to discuss about their European
future.
The exhibition in Komotini was coordinated
by the Europe Direct Office under the
auspices of the Region of Eastern
Macedonia and Thrace.

Ljubljana
The idea to have the European Vibes exhibition at the Faculty of Social Sciencies in
Ljubljana came after the management of the faculty accepted the offer of JEF Slovenia
with open hands, in light of the Slovenian EU Presidency in 2008.
The result of the coordination and joint efforts from both sides was an opening of the
exhibition on the 17th December 2007 with an audience of over 75 people and an
opening speech made by the dean of the Faculty Mr. Anton Grizold.
After the opening there was a small buffet for everyone present where there was a lot of
praise and congratulations for all the work done on this unique multimedia project.
There are over 5000 students currently studying different programmes at the Facutly of
Social Sciencies and our exhibition is located at the most transit location of the faculty.
The Exhibition was on display until mid January 2008, with an audience of at least 2000
people. The whole event also had excellent press coverage, especially by the online
media.
Madrid
In one of Madrid’s most prestigious
conference venues, Círculo de Bellas
Artes, the European Vibes exhibition
gathered representatives from different
pan-European youth organisations for a
constructive discussion about what future
Europe young people aim for. An art show
constituting of the winning entries in the
European Vibes competition opened the
event and the photos, videos and music
served as inspiration for the following
debate about the visions for the future of
Europe.
The event was coordinated by the
association Ubik Europa (www.ubikeuropa.
eu) an online Spanish forum for European
culture. For the newly started Madrid
section of JEF this event was not only a
mean to raise the attention of European
issues but also an occasion to spread the
word about the organisation at a local and
regional level.
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Munich
The European Vibes exhibition was shown from Friday, 26th october 2007 till Wednesday, 31st of october 2007 at the KHG
(Katholische Hochschulgemeinde der TU Muenchen), Karlsstraίe 32 in Munich, capitel of Bavaria.
Responsible for organizing and hosting have been – like on the european level - AEGEE Munich, JE Munich and JE Bayern, the
local and regional sections of the Young European Federalists in Germany. From mid-august on, several meetings have been set up
realizing the plans presenting the exhibition.
The pictures have been out on white aquarell papers and were presented within glass frames. Nylon strings have been put around,
so that every picture was hanging in a very individual way at the wall.
As far as the exhibition took place in a kind of pyramid, the pictures have been on all of the four walls and were well-lit with lights
from different perspectives.
The Opening ceremony on Friday was created in a very open way. From the late afternoon on, everybody had the chance to visit
the exhibition, drinks and snacks were offered and people had the chance to inform themselves about the exhibition itself, about the
respective organizations and people behind the event. Close to the entrance a book was offered for the visitors to make notes and
to give them the possibility writing down theier ideas, thoughts and feelings about the pictures.
Starting with listening to the winning song “Hvis du Viste” and after some introductory speeches from the host and Annabelle Wolff
(President JE Munich), a cabaret artist entertained the audience with some quotes about Europe, the pictures and Europe΄s current
situation.
When he left, the panel discussion started talking about “What does Europe move? Where does Europe move to?”. Panel guests
have been Dr. Henning Arp (Representative of the European Commission in Munich), Dr. Paul-Jochen Kubosch (Representative
of the European Parliament in Munich), Dr. Stefan Rappenglόck (Researcher at the CAP – Center for Applied Policy Research in
Munich/ Researchgroup Youth and Europe) and Peter Matjastic (ex-Vice President of JEF Europe, SALTO-Trainer).
After two hard debating hours, the panel was closed and the audience would ask further question to the speakers at the reception
were drinks and local snacks were offered.
The following day, people were invited to take part at a kind of training day. Three different workshops have been running – namely:
Europe Facts and Fiction, Speakers Corner and the Idea of Europe – to involve guests actively. All workshops were organized and
performed by young trainers (Thomas S. Regnet, Eva Schler, Simon Kirnberger (AEGEE), Holger Lange, Kathrin Lichtenberg, Peter
Matjastic (JEF)).
In the evening a group from Cameroon was visiting the exhibition. On the following days different KHG-internal events (regulars΄table,
meetings, etc.) took place at the venue- On Monday, a drama group was playing and the exhibition was lasting until Wednesday,
31st October.
Malta
The exhibition took place in an expression space owned by NSTS (National Students
Travel Service) outside the local university. It was extended over a period of 5 days
(1st – 5th October). The exhibition was kicked off by a reception/debate which was
attended by students, members from student organizations at university, JEFers
and a representation from the Commission representation to Malta.
After that, it was open for everyone from 9am till 5pm, and assisted by JEF members
who explained the concept of the exhibition to the visitors. A guestbook was left at
the exit of the exhibition, allowing visitors to share their feelings and ideas about
what they saw, and to express their European Vibes. What European vibes do you
feel? How has this exhibition affected you? Mr. Demicoli (press officer of COMM
REP to Malta) was impressed and invited JEF Malta to exhibit the artworks again
during an activity organised by their office. Considerable press coverage resulted
from this event.
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Pescara
The European Vibes exhibition tour came to Italy in December 20-21 2007 with a
showing at the University of Teramo in Pescara.
The event was opened by Professor Carlo Di Marco and had a 65 strong audience that
used the artworks on display to participate in the debate that followed with the theme of
democratic governance in the EU.
Media reporting was secured through services on “RadioFrequenza”.

Riga

Prague

The opening of the European vibes exhibition in Latvia was on 15th of November. It
was organized together with panel discussion” Youngsters are planning revolution in
Europe…?”.

The first stop after the exhibition opening
in Brussels was the beautiful city of
Prague. The exhibition European Vibes
in Prague took place on September 1011 and was installed at the conference
hall of the Representation of the
European Parliament and the European
Commission. The vernissage that opened
the exhibition was held on September 10
in the morning.

In this debate all invited speakers and the public alike expressed their views about the
European Union and about things which are in need of change or improvement. Positive
and negative points were made, although the focus did come down to the achievements
of EU. Moderator of the panel discussion was Andris Gobins, president of European
Movement in Latvia who chaired an interesting list of speakers.
Important personalities attending the opening included EU Embassy representatives,
EU Commission representatives and personnel from the Latvian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs.
The conclusion of the panel debate was that youngsters do not in fact plan a revolution
in Europe, as the provoking event title suggests, but they want to improve a lot of
things including communication between EU institutions and society. Youngsters are
sure that they can only make Europe better. The main message of the discussion was:
be active!
This event took place in the European Union House in Latvia with dozens of guests
attending the opening. This exhibition was visited by students in 6 different schools all
around Latvia – so altogether around 1800 students shared their European Vibes.
A highlight of the exhibition tour in Latvia, is the fact that during the entire month of
December the exhibition was on show in the Central train station of Riga and it is in the
thousands when counting the amount of people who saw the exhibition there!

The introductory word on behalf of the
Young European Federalists was given
by Daniel Truxa, who then gave the
floor to the partners of the exhibition,
Mr. Pavel Trantina from the Czech
National Youth Council and Mr.Pietras
from the Representation of the European
Parliament.
The vernissage has further been attended
by the head of the Council of Europe
representation, some UEF members,
the head of the Czech Eurocenter, and
a number of young people from diverse
youth organizations.
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Sarajevo
The exhibition took place at the Municipality Novo Sarajevo great hall in the second
week of December.
The exhibition was inaugurated by Miss. Tatjana Kovacevic, Generation Europe National
Ambassador for BiH, who also helped JEF BiH in organizing this event. The presence of
one of the winners in the picture category, Nermin Caluk added value to the event.
The feedback from the visitors was very positive. It was interesting for everyone to see
how young people all over Europe see Europe in a similar and different way at the same
time.
Boznia/Herzegovina’s future position and role in the EU was also a point of discussion
among the visitors of the exhibition.

Tartu
The exhibition “My Europe – European Vibes” took place in
the EuroFaculty of the University of Tartu, Estonia, held from
November 22nd till December 8th and organized by AEGEE-Tartu
with the cooperation of the University of Tartu EuroFaculty and the
International Students Office.
The exhibition collided with a series of events organized in the same
period of time. Indeed, the opening of the exposition took place
during the European Day of Languages, and around 200 students
were present at the event, showing great interest for the exhibition.
During the two weeks, also a movie session having topic “Living in
Europe” took place, where five short movies focusing on different
european lifestyles have been shown.
Finally, the exposition has been officially closed with a cultural
exchange, organized together with international students from
University of Tartu and Helsinki discussing higher education in the
EU.
The overall feedback from the visitors was satisfying with many
agreeing on the need to give more value to an image of Europe as
unique community of people, going beyond the prejudices and the
concept of European Union as we imagine it by now. This could be
clearly noticed from the recognition and importance given to this
exhibition by students and professors of University of Tartu.

Toulouse
The exhibition was set up in the hall of Social Sciences Faculty
in Toulouse (France) from Thursday 20th of September at 3pm
to Saturday 23rd of September at 12am. 4 debates panels
were organized in the framework of JE France’s Summer
university taking place in the same venue.
The themes included Research and innovation in Europe;
The European budget;The Euro-mediterranean partnership;
The European agenda of the French Presidency in the 2nd
semester 2008.
The local organizers from JE France attracted the interest
and comments of visiting MEPs, French Government
representatives and of course of the hundreds of resident
students.
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Warsaw
It was a cold Tuesday evening in the
Polish capital, but one with a lot of
European vibes in the air! JEF Poland
organized the showing of the exhibition in
one of the most popular student hangout
venues in the city, Plan B. The exhibition
was on show at the venue from Tuesday
23rd to Monday 30th October inclusive;
the opening event took place on Tuesday
with the 23rd and filled Plan B to the point
where visitors had to queue in the stairs
leading to the venue!
Prior to the welcoming of guests by JEF
Europe, there was a tour of the artworks
on display to the many youngsters; most
of them found the pictures very interesting
and saw ‘another’ approach to the subjectmatter of European integration. Then, the
highlight of the event was a live concert
by Slowi in celebration of the exhibition
opening that received the cheers of the
dozens of visitors present.

Vilnius

York

The “European vibes” exhibition in Vilnius, Lithuania took place in the oldest university
in the Eastern Europe – Vilnius University. It lasted from the 18th of January to the 4th
of February, 2008 and was open every day from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m and was located at the
main entry hall of the university.

The European Vibes exhibition in York took
place at the University of York from the
27th to the 29th and was combined with
the training days of the Young European
Movement United Kingdom.

The exhibition was organized by the Organization of Lithuanian young European
federalists whose president Vaida Cesnuleviciute and vice president Dovile Velickaite
organized the opening event, with a presentation of the main ideas of the contest.
The comments from the hundreds of young visitors were very positive. The pictures
made people think what Europe means to them. All the major news agencies and
internet portals announced the exhibition and featured it extensively after its opening.
This means that Europe and EU is still a hot topic in Lithuania. A highlight was the media
coverage at one of the biggest newspapers in Lithuania, « Respublika » that praised the
project and associated event in Lithuania.

The opening of the exhibition was attended
by the Vice-president of JEF Europe
Antonio Giugliano and the winner of the
photo category, Aleksandra Tozeva.
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